DUAL TRIP POLICY

MORE DETAILED EXPLANATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 4-H STAFF AT REGIONAL OFFICES. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT BRAD RUGG OR KAREN NELSON AT THE CENTER FOR 4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT (612.624.2116).

The Dual Trip policy was modified in 2005. It has resulted in increased exhibits, increase revenue, higher quality exhibits and broader opportunities for youth. In 2007, general project quotas were also increased to provide more opportunities to youth throughout the state to participate in quality activities.

2015 DUAL TRIP POLICY

EACH YEAR a State Fair aged 4-Her can exhibit both a livestock project AND a general project at the Minnesota State Fair.

Additionally, 4-Hers can utilize non-premium group activities such as Demonstrations, Judging Team and Share the Fun.

4-Hers pay only one program fee and receive only one premium.

Additionally since 2009, 4-Hers may exhibit a lama, another livestock project and have a full general encampment experience.

QUOTAS

Livestock quotas will continue to be unaffected by the Dual Trip Policy.

General project areas will continue to be increase by one when 4-Hers exercise the Dual Trip Option.